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Highlights 

The steady improvement in the Market Risk Index (MRI) came to a 

halt as both psychology and monetary scores weakened. With the 

MRI continuing to indicate elevated price risk in markets, our equity 

exposure is at 60-70% of maximum. 

The psychology rank is still just outside the bottom decile but the 

steady improvement that we saw throughout May and early June is 

beginning to reverse. Option activity has gone from positive 

readings to decisively negative. Sentiment surveys as a category has 

also reversed – back to neutral from positive as low bullishness 

from the AAII survey is being offset from high levels of bullishness 

from Investor’s Intelligence. AAII bullishness is about a standard 

deviation lower than average while Investor Intelligence bullishness 

is a standard deviation above average. 

There are only two categories in our psychology basket that 

currently score favorable for markets – one is corporate insider 

sentiment and the other is trading data, where the NASDAQ to 

NYSE volume indicator is giving positive readings. Both are useful 

metrics, but in this case, both are highlighting the unusual, limited 

participation underlying recent stock market highs. 

Corporate insiders aren’t buying stocks like they were back in 

December, but they are showing more interest than normal given a 

market at highs. The reason is that small caps haven’t been 

participating. With small cap stocks lagging the large cap stocks that 

dominate the cap-weighted indices, several insiders are finding 

value with their own company stock still well off the highs achieved 

last year. 

Likewise, the NASDAQ to NYSE volume indicator is picking up on the volume going into defensive and interest 

rate sensitive issues that list on the NYSE and lack of interest in more cyclical, economically sensitive stocks. This 

indicator works best when the movements in the indicator match the market’s movements. For example, the 

peak in the NASDAQ to NYSE indicator that we saw in October 2018 was picking up on a classic peak in euphoria, 

and conversely the low readings in January suggested excess fear. In this case with the indicator making lows as 

the market is making highs, it’s highlighting a lack of uniformity underlying the market’s move. Much of the 

short-term strength occurring under the surface of the stock market is tied to falling yields from a bond market 

suggesting that economic weakness is on the horizon. 

Psychology - P5

Monetary - M4

Valuation - Extremely Overvalued

Trend - Positive

Biggest Psychology Influences

Insider Sentiment Positive

Leveraged Investments Negative

Consumer Confidence Negative

Option Activity Negative

Biggest Monetary Influences

Drop in Corporate Interest Rates Positive

Yield Curve Negative

Velocity Negative

Valuation

7-10 Year Rtn Forecast 3.7%

10Yr Treas Yield (on 5/31) 2.5%

Market Risk Index

Elevated

77.5%
Category Percentiles

11.8%

92.3%

6.7%

43.6%
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Consumer Confidence became a bigger detractor for psychology this week as the Conference Board released the 

results from their monthly Consumer Confidence survey. The survey also showed that consumers are beginning 

to pull back from 20-year highs, as the Consumer Confidence Index has now fallen under its 36-month moving 

average. While it’s inevitable that consumer enthusiasm will swing back to neutral, it’s most likely to overshoot. 

For that reason, bulls need the enthusiasm to persist for the bull market to continue. In that vein, expect the 

Trump administration to push new proposals and even resolutions to ongoing trade conflicts to maintain or 

boost that confidence leading up to the 2020 election. 

The monetary composite improved right up to the point of approaching the 50th percentile and is retreating – 

the third time we’ve seen this behavior over the last two years. The 50th percentile loosely denotes the line 

between early cycle/easy money and late cycle/tight money. Monetary conditions first broke into the bottom 

half of readings around the time that the Trump tax cuts were passed, which provided the Fed cover to continue 

with Quantitative Tightening and Fed Funds rate increases. Since that time, readings have been range bound 

between the bottom half and the bottom decile. Even though the readings have worsened over the last couple 

of weeks, in the short-term this should come as a relief for bulls. When our monetary composite moves across 

mid-field with persistent readings from below the 50th percentile, it usually means a recession and bear market 

are already underway. 

This kind of behavior is persistent across a range of economic and sentiment indicators. When you go to an 

extreme as far as this market has in terms of psychology, monetary conditions and valuations, the public rarely 

shifts its attitude to neutral. Instead, it’s often a mass shift toward risk aversion, and all the capital mis-allocation 

decisions based upon unrealistic assumptions become obvious as the fog of euphoria lifts. As Warren Buffett put 

it, “it’s only when the tide goes out that you learn who has been swimming naked.” 

Chart – Small Cap underperformance is widening, and some corporate insiders are buying as a result. 

 
Source: YCharts 
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Chart – NASDAQ to NYSE Volume Indicator 

 
 

Chart – Consumer Confidence is close to rolling over 

 
Source: Factset 
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Chart – Monetary Conditions mired in Late Cycle/Tight Money since 2017 

 
Source: Cypress Capital 


